BRUSSELS 4 DAYS

This trip brings us to Brussels, capital of Belgium, known for its cuisine and gastronomy, as well as its
historical and architectural landmarks; some of them are registered as UNESCO World Heritage sites. Main
attractions include its historic Grand Place, Manneken Pis, Atomium, and cultural institutions such as La
Money and the Museums of Art and History.
DAY 1: BRUSSELS
Arrival at Brussels Airport and transfer to hotel in Brussels area. Check in your hotel. Free time.
DAY 2: BRUSSELS
The Grand Brussels Experience Coach Tour: Our visit leaves from the majestic Grand Place which was the cradle
of medieval Brussels. Then you board our coach and our multilingual guide takes you to all the must-see
highlights in the city center, but he also shows you the Atomium, the royal residence palace and the EU district.
In short: this is a comprehensive tour of Brussels. Your guide is your host. He offers you countless suggestions
and ideas of things to do while in Brussels and answers all your queries. If you are looking for a quality service,
you should offer yourself this unforgettable and personal welcome to Brussels.
DAY 3: BRUSSELS: Free time in Brussels
Visit the city of Bruges including round-trip transportation from Brussels
Transport yourself back in time and discover the jewels of Belgium’s architectural crown on a full-day Bruges
city tour from Brussels. Accompanied by a knowledgeable guide, stroll the quaint cobbled streets that surround
Minnewater (Lake of Love); absorb the sacred splendor of Our Lady’s Church; and admire the medieval
splendor of Market Square, Burg Square with the Town Hall. Gain fascinating insight into Bruges’ rich historical
heritage and enjoy some leisurely free time to purchase special souvenirs in the UNESCO World Heritage-listed
city.
DAY 4: BRUSSELS-Brussels airport
Check out hotel and Transfer from hotel to Brussels airport. Departure for Indonesia.HAVE A SAFE TRIP.

